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Purpose: This study seeks to evaluate in vivo T2 relaxation

times of selectively excited stroke-relevant metabolites via 1H
relaxation-enhanced magnetic resonance spectroscopy (RE-

MRS) at 21.1 T (900 MHz).
Methods: A quadrature surface coil was designed and opti-
mized for investigations of rodents at 21.1 T. With voxel localiza-

tion, a RE-MRS pulse sequence incorporating the excitation of
selected metabolites was modified to include a variable echo
delay for T2 measurements. A middle cerebral artery occlusion

(MCAO) animal model for stroke was examined with spectra
taken 24 h post occlusion. Fourteen echo times were acquired,

with each measurement completed in less than 2 min.
Results: The RE-MRS approach produced high-quality spectra
of the selectively excited metabolites in the stroked and contralat-

eral regions. T2 measurements reveal differential results between
these regions, with significance achieved for lactic acid.

Conclusion: Using the RE-MRS technique at ultra-high magnetic
field and an optimized quadrature surface coil design, full metabolic
T2 quantifications in a localized voxel is now possible in less than

27 min. Magn Reson Med 77:520–528, 2017. VC 2016 Interna-
tional Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
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INTRODUCTION

The results of a cerebral ischemia and subsequent meta-
bolic, cellular, and system dysfunctions can result in

severe neurological deficits (1). To identify treatment
options and predict outcomes, it is crucial to develop
methods that can track stroke and its evolution regionally
within a lesion. Complementing the spatial information
resolved by MRI, which is the modality of choice in stroke
research (2–4), magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is
capable of providing highly informative, quantifiable bio-
chemical information on localized cerebral metabolites. In
stroke, creatine (Cre) and lactic acid (Lac) are of particular
interest for their involvement in bioenergetics, choline
(Cho) for its participation in membrane synthesis, and N-
acetylaspartate (NAA) for its role in osmotic regulation of
neurons (5). Probing these metabolites can convey infor-
mation about the underlying events in afflicted tissue. For
example, reductions in NAA levels are associated with
neuronal viability, whereas Lac elevation results from
underlying anaerobic glycolysis (6,7). Indeed, noninvasive
MRS studies revealed changes in concentration of up to
17 metabolites after ischemic stroke (6,8,9).

Aside from the altered metabolic concentrations associ-
ated with stroke, longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2)
relaxation times also have been identified as interesting
targets that may be able to reflect the complex cascade of
events and tissue compartment changes following the dis-
ruption of cerebral blood flow (10–13). Transverse relaxa-
tion times T2 and T�2 (14–16) are particularly interesting
features as they reflect contributions from different events.
Apparent T2 and T�2 relaxation can be compartment and
field-dependent, partly because of susceptibility-induced
gradients (17) that increase with magnetic field strengths
(18). Whereas water is present in nearly every compart-
ment of the targeted tissue and its apparent transverse
relaxation may be affected by a multitude of factors,
metabolites may be compartmentalized differently and
more selectively. Thus, metabolic transverse relaxation
rates for ischemic conditions might be affected to different
extents than that of water.

1H MRS is usually collected by a broadband excitation
that follows water suppression. Recently, a different
approach for generating MR spectra has been reported (19),
making use of highly spectrally selective excitations that tar-
get only specific resonances of interest. The spectral selectiv-
ity of the pulses is used to excite, for example, Lac, total Cre
(tCre), total Cho (tCho) and NAA, while avoiding water per-
turbations and minimizing the effects on apparent metabolic
T1 through bulk water exchange. The potential built-in refo-
cusing of scalar (J) couplings (eg, Lac in this study) together
with intrinsically shorter apparent metabolic T1s bestows
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these relaxation-enhanced (RE) MRS data with high fidelity
(19). This spectral selectivity can be endowed with spatial
selectivity so that voxel-selective RE-MRS studies can be
performed in vivo (13,20). At ultra-high fields, these sequen-
ces benefit from remarkable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per
unit time and undistorted baselines, which in turn facilitate
the measurement of potential novel biomarkers, such as
those reporting a stroke outcome and severity (13,20).

This study describes and characterizes in detail a previ-
ously reported T2-weighted RE-MRS sequence (20), working
with an optimized quadrature surface coil designed for
21.1 T (900 MHz), which enable the rapid measurements of
metabolic transverse relaxation at this field. Using a signifi-
cant animal cohort (n58) and building upon preliminary
RE-MRS evidence at high field displayed in previous work
(13,20), the present study provides a detailed investigation
of transverse relaxation at 21.1 T for tCre, tCho, Lac, and
NAA following ischemic stroke. These metabolic T2 values
are compared with water T2 measurements at 21.1 T and to
metabolic T2 measurements performed at lower fields.
Additionally, a detailed evaluation of the optimized quad-
rature coil design is provided to demonstrate the required
B1 coverage and coil efficiency necessary to execute the
multiband radiofrequency (RF) pulses required for the RE-
MRS sequence. The results demonstrate undistorted, high-
sensitivity spectra generated over short-signal averaging
times, even when echo times (TE) exceeded 250 ms. Using
this technique, relatively long apparent T2 values were
measured at 21.1 T for the in vivo metabolites. These trans-
verse decay times are pooled with results that in normal
and stroked animals have been measured at other field
strengths (10,11,14,21–25), and show an overall decrease in
T2 relaxation times with increasing field strength.

METHODS

All data were acquired using the ultra-wide bore 21.1T,
900-MHz vertical magnet built at the National High Mag-
netic Field Laboratory (26). The magnet is equipped with
a Bruker Avance III console (Bruker-Biospin, Billerica,
Massachusetts) and imaging gradients (Resonance

Research, Billerca, Massachusetts) with a peak gradient

strength of 600 mT/m. All animal use and surgical proce-

dures were approved by the Florida State University

(FSU) Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC).

RF Coil Design and Implementation

The RF coil design consisted of a homebuilt double-saddle

quadrature surface coil resonant at 900 MHz. The coil was

built to accommodate the head of large in vivo rodents (up

to 350 g). As shown in Figure 1a, this coil consists of two

copper loops with a common center conductor and

adhered to a 36-mm-diameter fiberglass epoxy former,

resulting in an overall azimuthal coverage of approximately

100 � from a 30�32 mm surface. The two saddle-shaped RF

channels (Fig. 1a) were decoupled electrically by a single

variable capacitor placed at the center of the common con-

ductor. A shared capacitance (0.9-pF chip capacitors) was

evenly distributed along with variable tuning and matching

capacitors (0.8–8.0 pF range). To achieve a transceiver

quadrature design, an external 90 � hybrid coupler (R&D

Microwaves, Boonton, New Jersey) was used to split/com-

bine the RF channels. The probe also was designed to pro-

vide continuous anesthesia together with oxygen through a

bite bar from which the animal was suspended. The per-

formance of the quadrature coil was evaluated in terms of

Q values with a physiologically relevant sample and a rat

of representative weight. B1 flip maps were acquired on a

polyethylene glycol phantom and in vivo on rodents, fol-

lowing double-angle methods from Cunningham et al (27).

In Vivo Stroke Model

Eight juvenile male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing between

230–300 g were used in this study. After anesthetizing with

isoflurane (Baxter, Deerfield, Illinois) in 100% oxygen, an

ischemic stroke was introduced by a transient middle cere-

bral artery occlusion (MCAO) as described previously

(28–30). Briefly, the internal carotid artery and external

carotid artery were exposed, and a rubber-coated filament

(Doccol, Sharon, Massachusetts) was placed into the

FIG. 1. Coil (a) and pulse sequence (b) employed in this study for T2 measurements at 21.1 T. (a) Photograph of the coil mounted to a

cylindrical former, with the tuning and matching capacitors on the bottom and a variable capacitor placed at the center of the common
conductor. The two fixed chip capacitors on each side are 0.9 pF. Scale bar is 3 cm. (b) RE-MRS sequence incorporating a T2-encoding

variable delay s, p/2 SLR excitation, and limited-bandwidth adiabatic p refocusing pulses followed by a 3D LASER localization module
incorporating crusher gradients (shown in red).
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external carotid artery and guided 1.9 cm into the ICA until
the middle cerebral artery was blocked. Occlusion was sus-
tained for 1.5 h, followed by re-anesthetization and removal
of the filament. The animals were imaged 24 h following
the occlusion with no mortalities documented during the
course of the experiments.

MRI Sequence

A localized RE-MRS sequence (Fig. 1b) was used (20),
accommodating T2 relaxation measurements for four target
metabolites: Lac, NAA, tCre, and tCho. These metabolites
were excited by spectrally selective excitation and refocus-
ing pulses targeted to their respective methyl resonances.
These polychromatic 8-ms-long band-selective and phase-
modulated pulses were designed based on the Shinnar-
LeRoux (SLR) algorithm (19,31), creating short bandwidths.
Passbands were 72Hz for Lac and NAA, and 252 Hz for
tCre/tCho with stopbands of 180 Hz between Lac-NAA and
387Hz between NAA-tCre/tCho. Transition bands were cho-
sen relatively large (198 Hz) because of the short duration of
the pulse. The resonances were refocused with a pair of 4-
ms frequency-swept quadratic-phase p pulses with a 4-kHz
passband to facilitate sharp transitions (32). A variable
delay (t) was placed symmetrically within this double spin
echo (SE) (19) scheme, which although not an outright
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill sequence, provides a more com-
plete refocusing than a simple Hahn echo sequence. Meta-
bolic T2 measurements were performed by varying t times,
resulting in the following 14 echo times: 58, 66, 74, 82, 94,
110, 126, 142, 158, 178, 198, 218, 234, and 254 ms. These
were played out in a random order to avoid any bias-
related artifacts. The repetition time (TR) was set to 7.2 s
such that all metabolites, whose T1 values at this field range
between 1–1.7 s (13) were fully relaxed during signal aver-
aging. With 16 averages per TE, each scan took 1min and
52 s to acquire, resulting in �26-min scan time for a full T2

measurement. A three-dimensional (3D) localization module
was applied over both a stroked (ipsilateral) and a compara-
ble healthy region on the contralateral side using LASER
(33). This module was 42-ms long, and involved three pairs
of 5-ms adiabatic p pulses with an 18-kHz bandwidth
flanked by crusher gradients. The ensuing voxel dimensions
were 4.8 mm3. Additionally, water T2 was measured with a
PRESS sequence in four na€ıve animals using the same
voxel size and position. The TR was 7.2 s, and 10 echo
times were incremented from 14–88 ms.

MR Imaging and Image Processing

All animals were imaged with the homebuilt quadrature
surface RF coil in Figure 1a using respiratory monitoring
and gating. The placements of each respective voxel
were identified with T2-weighted SE scout images using
an MRI sequence with an identical 3D LASER module as
that in the subsequent RE-MRS scan but with water-
centered pulses. Effort was taken to create a homogenous
B0 field (Full width half maximum (FWHM)< 40 Hz)
within each respective voxel by manual adjusting first
and second-order shims as well as z3 and z4 corrections
on the localized water signal.

Following apodization and transformation, signal
intensities from the frequency domain spectra for each

respective metabolite and TE were extracted using Top-
Spin software (Bruker-Biospin, Billerica, Massachusetts)
and fitted to an exponential decay function using Sigma

Plot 11.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, California). Volu-
metric measurements of the stroke region were done
with AMIRA (FEI Visualization Sciences Group, Hous-
ton, Texas) by manually tracing the edge of the stroke.
Experimental data are presented as mean 6 one standard

deviation. Statistical analysis was performed by using a
one-way analysis of variance and Tukey’s post hoc test
(SPSS20, IBM, Chicago Illinois). For pairwise compari-
son, a paired Student’s t-test was performed. Statistical
significance was accepted at P<0.05.

RESULTS

Quadrature Coil Performance at 21.1. T

Measured in-magnet and while loaded with an anesthe-
tized 230-g rat, the Q value (34) of the structure in Figure

1a was 171 and 184 for each of the individual coils that
make up the quadrature design. The resulting in vivo 1H
image SNR (measured on a medially located single image
slice, n58) was 25.3 6 5.7. By comparison, a linear bird-

cage coil loaded with physiologically relevant sample
produces a measured Q value of 49, and has an in vivo
1H image SNR of 15.0 6 3.1 (n57), representing a signifi-
cantly lower SNR compared with the quadrature saddle
(P¼ 0.001). All of the variable capacitors of the home-

built quadrature design were externally tunable except
for the single decoupling capacitor, which was kept at a
constant value for all experiments. As a result, the coil
was somewhat sensitive to differences in loading. Care-
ful attention therefore was paid to the placement and

alignment of the animal. Figure 2 shows B1 flip maps
collected on a polyethylene glycol phantom (Fig. 2a–2b),
and in vivo on a rat at a central slice (Fig. 2c), displaying
in both cases the flip angle distribution. The in vivo B1

flip map reveals a homogeneous B1 field in which the

localized voxels are placed but also a narrow area of
optimal flip angles for the two hemispheres, pointing out
the importance of animal positioning in the coil.

1H Spectral Acquisition

Figure 3 shows representative 1H spectra, together with
the 3D LASER localization regions highlighted on the 1H
images. The stroke can be seen as a hyperintense signal in
the right hemisphere, as expected from T2-weighted MRI
at 24 h post-ischemia. The RE-MRS sequence generates

high-quality spectra (Fig. 3), with only the four targeted
metabolites apparent. No evidence of contamination by
other metabolic resonances is observed, with a nearly
complete absence of the �10,000 times more intense
water resonance and a very flat baseline. These factors are

a consequence of the sequence’s pulse selectivity, the
high spectral dispersion endowed by the high fields, and
the relatively fast decay of nontargeted resonance (eg,
those of superimposed macromolecules). Average SNR
are shown for the targeted metabolites in Figure 3 for the

shortest TE assayed (58 ms); the effect on NAA and Lac
after transient ischemia is clearly visible, reflecting the
anaerobic metabolic activity and decreased neuronal
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viability in the stroked region. With only 16 averages
requiring less than 2 min of acquisition time, the average
contralateral SNR ranged from 9 6 2 (Lac) to 60 6 12 (tCre)
for all metabolites. This SNR facilitates the robust deter-
mination of metabolic T2s in both healthy and stroked tis-
sue. Stacked plots in Figures 3d and 3e demonstrate the
quality of the spectra for all acquired TEs. In general, sig-
nals exhibit the expected single exponential signal decay,
although contralateral-side tCre and NAA resonances may
hint at alternate (sigmoidal or Gaussian) decay profiles,
which could be caused by heterogeneities in the target
voxel that introduce a degree of chemical-shift dispersion
that becomes apparent at very high fields. These heteroge-
neities might also explain the varying linewidths
observed as a function of decay time.

T2 Measurements

These features notwithstanding, when signal intensities
for each metabolite and hemisphere are plotted against
TE, reliable single exponential decay curves are
obtained. The solid lines in Figures 4a and 4b show the
fitting of individual metabolite data to single exponential
decay functions, leading to the T2 values shown in the
insets. The goodness values of these fits are >94% (Adj
R2) for all metabolites. A benefit of the RE-MRS
approach is that the doublet Lac resonance at 1.33 ppm
remains in phase throughout these TE-dependent meas-
urements (as evident from the absence of any J-coupling
induced signal oscillations upon varying TE) without
performing a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill excitation or

FIG. 3. Representative RE-MRS spectra (magnitude mode representation) generated for the shortest TE assayed (58 ms), showing the
average SNR of each metabolite on the contralateral (a) and ipsilateral (c) side of the stroke, after 16 averages. * indicates a significant

decrease (tCho, tCre, and NAA) or increase (Lac) of each metabolite respective to the contralateral side, according to the Student’s
t-test (P<0.05). (b) T2-weighted image with each respective localized voxel (illustrated with white squares). Representative stack plots

from all acquired TEs are shown from the contralateral (d) and ipsilateral (e) hemispheres.

FIG. 2. B1 tip angle maps of sagittal (a) and axial (b) orientations collected on a polyethylene glycol sample, which provides a similar

loading as an in vivo rat. (c) Anatomical B1 map in vivo; the two squares show the approximate spatial locations of the RE-MRS voxels
used in this study.
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specialized phase-cycling scheme. This J-independent

decay arises from the spectral profiles of the RF pulses,

which refocus the targeted Lac methyl peak but avoid

inversion of its coupled methine partner, resulting in a

J-echo at all TEs. The Lac resonance (1.33 ppm) at short

TE times and the low Lac concentration of the contralat-

eral hemisphere (Fig. 3d) occasionally can have the

appearance of a doublet. Rather than representing the

actual J-coupling of lactate at this location, the addi-

tional upfield resonance likely originates from macromo-

lecular lipid resonances that are more prominent at

shorter TE and with low Lac levels. These lipid resonan-

ces disappear at longer TE values.
The lower panels of Figure 4 show the average T2

relaxation times for each respective metabolite on the

ipsi- and contralateral hemispheres. Metabolic T2s meas-

ured were markedly longer than typical water values,

which were measured at 21.1 T to be 20.7 6 0.2 ms

(n¼ 4). The metabolic T2s measured here were 179, 129,

175, and 142 ms for tCho, tCre, NAA and Lac, respec-

tively, on the ipsilateral hemisphere, and 164, 115, 172,

and 108 ms, respectively, for the contralateral hemi-

sphere. Significant differences are observed between the

four metabolites on each respective hemisphere, as indi-

cated by brackets in Figures 4c and 4d. Although all

metabolites show average increases in apparent T2 when

comparing the ipsilateral hemisphere to the contralateral,

Lac is the only metabolite displaying a statistically sig-

nificant increase (P¼ 0.007). The NAA from one animal
was not able to be T2-fitted for all TEs and was excluded.
Likewise for Lac, the low concentration on the contralat-
eral side and low signal with long TEs prevented accu-
rate curve fitting on three of the eight animals as
indicated in Figure 4c.

To assess the effects of variability in lesion size and
ensuing partial volume effects, Pearson’s correlation fac-
tor was calculated. No clear trends between lesion size
and T2s could be determined except for tCre, which
showed a weak linear increase of 0.56 with increased
stroke lesion.

DISCUSSION

To exploit in vivo MRI and MRS at ultra-high fields, spe-
cialized hardware and customized sequences must be
explored to take full advantage of the benefits of field
strength, while avoiding the disadvantages of high fre-
quency operation. This study presents a step in that
direction with the implementation of a quadrature
surface-coil design operating at 900 MHz and accommo-
dating relatively large rodents; the in vivo SNR of this
quadrature design was 67% higher than the linear bird-
cage coil that was sized to accommodate the living rat
head. The quadrature and saddle implementations also
improved the B1 homogeneity over a flat surface coil,
thanks to an optimized aspect ratio and azimuthal cover-
age (35). As shown in Figure 2c, the resulting B1 field

FIG. 4. Representative signal-intensity plots of the targeted metabolites versus TE (ms) on the contralateral (a) and the ipsilateral (b)

hemispheres. Average apparent T2 behavior on the contralateral (c) and ipsilateral (d) hemispheres for eight animals. Because of low
concentrations of Lac in three of the eight animals on the contralateral hemisphere, n¼5 for this metabolite. Lac is the only metabolite

showing a significant increase between contra- and ipsi-lateral hemispheres according to the Student’s t-tests (P<0.05) and indicated
with *. Brackets indicate significant differences among metabolites by one-way analysis of variance and Tukey’s post hoc test
(P<0.05). Error bars indicateþ /2 1 standard deviation.
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shows good uniformity within the localized voxels. This
efficiency is required for the LASER localization mod-
ules and by the relatively long pulse lengths needed by
the RE-MRS sequence. Thus, the combination of an effi-
cient quadrature surface coil and customized sequence
delivered high SNRs and RF efficiency, enabling the exe-
cution of quality, spatially localized RE-MRS experiments
at 21.1 T.

Thus equipped, a series of quantitation analyses and
T2 measurements were implemented on selected metabo-
lites of rats subject to MCAO. The localized RE-MRS
sequence implemented at 21.1 T provided spectra (Fig. 3)
that hint at the metabolic events that occur after ische-
mia. The significant increase in Lac SNR in the stroked
region arises from anaerobic metabolism, including
increased anaerobic glycolysis and decreased Lac clear-
ance rate (6,36,37). The significant SNR decrease
(P¼ 0.0002) of NAA reflects the impaired neuronal via-
bility or temporary shutdown of its synthesis (38–40),
whereas the significant decreases in Cho and Cre SNRs

(P¼ 0.007 and 0.003) probably reflect reduced membrane
lipid synthesis and altered energetics (7,41,42). These
changes are reflected in other studies that compare
metabolites in the MCAO animal model (43–46).

Compared with studies of control or contralateral (ie,
nonischemic) brain hemispheres at lower fields
(10,11,14,21–25), the RE-MRS measurements on the con-
tralateral hemispheres showed a further decrease in T2 at
21.1 T. Indeed, although a spread of metabolic T2 values
in 1H MRS may arise as a result of different times
elapsed between the MCAO and MR scanning or from
the specifics of the acquisition technique used (chemical
shift imaging (CSI) versus voxel selective, with and with-
out J-coupling suppression), a clear linear decrease in
metabolic T2 versus field strength is evident for preclini-
cal rodent brains. Literature (Fig. 5) reveals that average
values of 359, 193, and 322 ms at 2.35 T (21) for NAA,
Cre and Cho, respectively, change to 206, 160, and 222
ms, respectively, at 17.6 T (24). These values are all
higher than the ones measured in the current 21.1T

FIG. 5. Comparison between the apparent T2 relaxation values measured in this study at 21.1 T (purple dots) against similar data
acquired at lower field strengths (10,11,14,21–25). The metabolic relaxation times are plotted versus respective field strengths for either
healthy controls or contralateral hemispheres and the stroked ipsilateral hemisphere in ischemic studies. Error bars indicateþ /2 1

standard deviation.
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study. Even so, all metabolic T2 values at 21.1 T exceed
100 ms, providing ample opportunity for the use of RE-
MRS not only to enhance sensitivity but to investigate
techniques, such as diffusion and multiple quantum
coherences that require long effective echo times. With
regard to water T2, there is a general trend in shortened
T2 with increasing magnetic field strength, which was
measured to be 20.6 6 0.2 ms at 21.1 T. By comparison,
at 3 T, water T2 is 75 6 2 ms (47), whereas at 17.2 T (25),
a relaxation time of 26 6 2 ms has been reported. Plots
comparing metabolic T2 between fields in Figure 5 for
NAA, tCre, and tCho (10,11,14,21–25) also show such
trends. Only one previous study has measured T2 of Lac
in healthy tissue (25). This study measured a T2 of
218 6 17 ms at 17.2 T, which falls within the range meas-
ured here. Notably, with spectral fidelity and avoidance
of water excitation, the RE-MRS approach and resultant
high SNR per unit time allow for nearly twice as many TE
values to be sampled as conventionally reported and over
shorter total experimental times, which could have meth-
odological ramifications and biological benefits that may
affect the more complicated aspects (ie, exchange and
compartmentalization) of T2 relaxation interpretation.

Metabolic T2 relaxation times may yield valuable
insight into the ischemic region of stroke. However, liter-
ature displays a spread in metabolic T2s in ischemic
lesions compared with healthy control or contralateral
tissue. Although not impairing a clear trend of shorter
average ischemic metabolic T2s versus magnetic field
(Fig. 5) (10,11,14,21–25), this scatter surely reflects the
time elapsed since ischemia and/or the intensity of the
MCAO. At 2.35 T (21), no significant T2 changes were
identified for any metabolite over 2 h post-ischemia, but
at 4.7 T (11), tCre T2 showed a significant increase 24-h
post-ischemia. At 9.4 T (14), NAA T2 showed a signifi-
cant decrease at 1–1.5 h post-ischemia. In general, the
average apparent metabolic T2 values decrease or remain
constant with the onset of ischemia. Likewise, the meta-
bolic T2 values reported in this 21.1T study do not show
significant differences between ipsilateral or contralateral
hemispheres at 24-h post-ischemia for NAA, tCho and
tCre, with average T2s increasing only slightly. Lac, by
contrast, shows a significant increase in its T2. Notably,
none of the aforementioned studies reports such an
increase in Lac T2, likely because of low Lac concentra-
tions in healthy tissue. The RE-MRS approach now pro-
vides enough SNR to be measured in the contralateral
hemisphere even at echo times TE�250 ms, which
admittedly was more difficult in healthy tissue. This abil-
ity to measure metabolic T2 values at 21.1 T would facili-
tate the absolute quantification of concentration changes
resulting from ischemia, and support the use of advanced
RE-MRS techniques to classify stroke conditions.

In addition to T2 scatter arising from the time elapsed
post-ischemia, care should be taken when quantitatively
comparing T2 values of different studies: Stroke severity
and size, for instance, could also affect the measured val-
ues. Additional factors that could influence this change
in transverse relaxation time include the presence of
edema, metabolite binding to macromolecules (48), and
macromolecular breakdown during evolution of stroke,
resulting in altered metabolic binding sites (49). In addi-

tion, just as changes in water T2 relaxation with ische-
mic injury are closely linked to the apparent diffusion
coefficient and altered extra/intracellular space distribu-
tions (10), apparent metabolic T2s investigated by RE-
MRS are likely affected in environments that also hinder
or restrict diffusion (20). The analysis by which the
experimental points are fitted (mono- versus biexponen-
tial) could also influence the results; this has been
reported for tCre in the primary visual cortex in humans
(50), but no such differences were observed in this
study.

In the current implementation, RE-MRS produces
undistorted peaks and artifact-free baselines. A drawback
of this approach, which uses highly selective pulses and
the LASER sequence for localization, is its relatively
long initial TE of 58 ms. Although other MRS studies
(22) have used medium to long TEs to avoid the effect of
macromolecular signals, there is the potential for loss of
information about short T2 components of these and
other metabolites. RE-MRS experiments involving other
localization schemes, including chemical shift imaging,
could be used to assess shorter TE values. As with any
study, partial-volume effects are also limiting factors to
the accurate measurement of T2 trends; future work will
be aimed at smaller, more focused voxels to reduce vari-
ability and probe regional metabolic differences within
the ischemic lesion volume (51). Other metabolites, such
as glutamine, glutamate and myo-inositol, are also of
relevance for stroke. The sensitivity and fidelity of the
RE-MRS sequence coupled with ultra-high magnetic
fields and optimized RF coils could facilitate the study
of these more challenging metabolites, even if these tar-
gets may call for the use of far more sophisticated multi-
band pulses.

In conclusion, a quadrature RF coil and the RE-MRS
sequence were employed to investigate selectively
excited metabolites at 21.1 T, revealing a reduction in
apparent metabolic T2 relaxation compared with lower
field strengths (10,24,25) and a slight trend of longer
metabolic T2 at 24 h post-ischemia within the lesion
(14,21). With this feature and the SNR afforded by RE-
MRS at ultra-high fields, these relatively long metabolic
T2s enable several other potential investigations, includ-
ing metabolic diffusion, cellular compartmentalization,
and multiple quantum studies. As a result, knowledge
about metabolic T2 relaxation times at high field is
important both from a fundamental perspective and from
a more applicative approach concerning the design and
optimization of sequences aimed at metabolic MRS and
the evaluation of disease states.
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